Friends Club
Terms & Conditions
The Friends club benefits general:
Friends club benefits are meant as a promotional enticement and as a ‘thank you’ for support; they are not in anyway intended
to be contractual on either side and as such may be withdrawn by management without notice at any time. However if
management intend to withdraw the overall programme 30 days notice would be given to all members.
The discount is given off total food expenditure on a single bill and for a single table only. In other words it is not intended that
a member could extend his discount to other tables of acquaintances dining at the same time.
The card and holder must be present in order to obtain any discounts
The card discount may not be used with other promotional menus or offers.
5% off weekday lunchtime menu prices.
Weekdays means Monday to Friday – and for the sake of clarity is assumed it would include bank holidays but would always
exclude Christmas Day menus.
The discount would not be given for promotional menus or where another promotional voucher is being used – e.g a two for
one or free extra course. However it would be applicable to long term fixed price menus at lunchtimes.
Where the Pub Restaurant is open all day the discount is applicable until 6pm.
The discount is given off total food expenditure on a single bill and for a single table only. In other words it is not intended that
a member could extend his discount to other tables of acquaintances dining at the same time.
The card and holder must be present in order to obtain any discounts
10% off weekday dining menus.
Weekdays in this instance means Sunday after 6pm to Thursday evening inclusive. It would always exclude New Years Eve and
all bank holidays. Where the Pub Restaurant is open all day it means from 6pm.
The discount would not be given for promotional menus or where another promotional voucher is being used – e.g a two for
one or free extra course. However it would be applicable to long term fixed price menus at lunchtimes.
The discount is not available during December unless by specific promotional invitation during the period.
10% for Party Dining
This discount has some management discretion but in the main the key parameters are these:
A party means for 10 or more guests dining and in the event only 9 guests dine then no discount can be given.
The discount is not applicable Christmas party or party bookings in December unless a specifically offered as part of a
promotion during the period which would be notified via email newsletter.
The discount is not applicable to larger events such as weddings or other anniversary parties at weekends where a private
function room or the majority of the restaurant is used.
The discount is not applicable on Sunday lunchtimes.
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